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Description

[TECHNICAL FIELD]

[0001] The present invention relates to a data process-
ing technology and, more particularly, to a technology for
reproducing a moving image.

[BACKGROUND ART]

[0002] In recent years, a streaming technology has
been suggested in which a web server distributes several
different types of coded data (hereinafter, also referred
to as "video streams") obtained by coding a moving im-
age at several different types of video bit rates and in
which a web client reproduces the moving image while
dynamically switching the type of video streams. This
technology is also referred to as "adaptive streaming". In
the present specification, the technology is also referred
to as "adaptive streaming" in the following.
[0003] US 2009/235318 A1 discloses a method and
system for switching media streams of a video in a client
system. The media streams are made available to the
client system by a content providing system. A first media
stream received from the content providing system is
played in a SHOW mode in the client system. A command
is received from a control system to execute a procedure
for deciding whether to switch from playing the first media
stream to playing a second media stream which has a
different media stream bandwidth than the first media
stream. The executed procedure decides to make the
switch. A HIDE mode is defined as a mode in which the
media stream that is being played is muted and visually
unavailable. Timecodes distributed in each media stream
identify relative time along the timeline of each media
stream. Timecodes with equal values in both media
streams identify the same frame in the frames of the vid-
eo. After the new stream has begun playing in the HIDE
mode, the timecodes distributed in both media streams
are checked until a timecode in the new media stream
being played in HIDE mode is found that matches a time-
code of the current media stream being played in SHOW
mode. Once this matching timecode is found, playing of
the current media stream is stopped and playing of the
new media stream is switched to SHOW mode. If the
matching timecode is not located (within a specified tol-
erance) and within a specified time period, possibly due
to network congestion and buffering, a pause of the cur-
rent media stream may take place until a new stream
timecode matching the the paused stream timecode is
found. Thus, the user would experience a pause.

[DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION]

[PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION]

[0004] The present inventors have realized that, in
adaptive streaming, a plurality of types of video streams

that correspond to different bit rates are not always coded
in such a manner that the video streams are mutually
compatible and that, as a result, there are cases where
there is a disturbance of the display of a moving image
when the type of a video stream to be reproduced is
switched in a web client.
[0005] In this background, a purpose of the present
invention is to provide a technology for preventing the
disturbance of the display of a moving image that occurs
when the type of video streams to be reproduced is
switched in adaptive streaming.

[MEANS TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM]

[0006] The above problems are solved by the claimed
matter according to the Independent claims.

[ADVANTAGE OF THE PRESENT INVENTION]

[0007] According to the present invention, the distur-
bance of the display of a moving image that occurs when
the type of video streams to be reproduced is switched
can be reduced in adaptive streaming.

[BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS]

[0008]

Fig. 1A is a diagram illustrating an example where
the PTSs of respective sync samples match each
other;
Fig. 1B is a diagram illustrating an example where
the PTSs of respective sync samples do not match
each other;
Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating the configuration of a
moving image distribution system according to an
embodiment;
Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating the configuration of
the internal circuit of a console-type reproduction ap-
paratus shown in Fig. 2;
Fig. 4 is a diagram illustrating the exterior view of a
portable reproduction apparatus shown in Fig. 2;
Fig. 5 is a diagram illustrating the configuration of
the internal circuit of the portable reproduction ap-
paratus shown in Fig. 2;
Fig. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a functional con-
figuration of a moving image reproduction appara-
tus;
Fig. 7 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of the
moving image reproduction apparatus; and
Fig. 8 is a diagram schematically illustrating process
stages and contents displayed on a user screen
when the bit rate of a video stream to be reproduced
is switched.

[BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION]

[0009] A brief description is now given before explain-
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ing the configuration of the present embodiment.
[0010] In adaptive streaming, a video stream to be re-
produced is switched among video streams that corre-
spond to bit rates that are different from one another. In
this case, in order to prevent the disturbance of the dis-
play of a moving image for smooth switching, it has been
necessary that all the respective temporal positions
(PTS: Presentation Time Stamp) of sync samples match
one another. A sync sample is a sample (picture) that
allows all subsequent samples to be correctly decoded
when decoding is started from the sample and corre-
sponds to an IDR picture in AVC (Advanced Video Cod-
ing). A PTS indicates a temporal position for displaying
a picture in the entire moving images, in other words, the
display time of the picture in the moving images.
[0011] Fig. 1A illustrates an example where the PTSs
of respective sync samples match each other. The upper
row in the figure shows a video stream coded at a bit rate
X (e.g., 8 Mbps). The video stream is distributed in units
of groups (hereinafter, also referred to as "chunks") in-
cluding a plurality of pictures that constitute a moving
image. In other words, distribution occurs in series in or-
der of a chunk X-1, a chunk X-2, ..., a chunk X-5. The
lower row in the figure shows a video stream coded at a
bit rate Y (e.g., 4 Mbps). The video stream is also distrib-
uted in units of chunks. In other words, distribution occurs
in series in order of a chunk Y-1, a chunk Y-2, ..., a chunk
Y-5.
[0012] To simplify the explanation, it is assumed in the
present embodiment that a plurality of pictures included
in (a chunk of) a video stream are displayed in display
order and that a PTS is assigned for each picture. It is
also assumed that a first picture of a chunk is a sync
sample (e.g., an IDR picture in AVC).
[0013] It is now assumed that, while the PTSs of re-
spective sync samples match among video streams of
different bit rates as shown in Fig. 1A, the type of a video
stream to be reproduced is switched to a bit rate Y during
the reproduction of the chunk X-2. In the figure, the po-
sition (PTS = 190 K) of a sync sample of a chunk X-3
matches the position (PTS = 190 K) of a sync sample of
a chunk Y-3. Therefore, a picture that is displayed at the
end in the chunk X-2 and a picture that is displayed first
in the chunk Y-3 are successive. Thus, if the chunk Y-3
is directly displayed after the display of the chunk X-2, a
moving image will be displayed smoothly throughout the
switching of the video stream. In other words, no over-
lapping image will be repeatedly displayed, or no part of
an image will be hidden.
[0014] However, in the present circumstances, the
PTSs of respective sync samples do not always match
among video streams of different bit rates. Fig. 1B illus-
trates an example where the PTSs of respective sync
samples do not match each other. It is now assumed that
the type of a video stream to be reproduced is switched
to a bit rate Y during the reproduction of a chunk X-2 in
the figure. In the figure, neither the position (PTS = 160
K) of a sync sample of a chunk Y-3 nor the position (PTS

= 310 K) of a sync sample of a chunk Y-4 matches the
position (PTS = 190 K) of a sync sample of a chunk X-
3. In such a case, there has been no other choice but
either to perform reproduction from the start of the chunk
Y-3 or to perform reproduction from the start of the chunk
Y-4, previously. In the former case, images at PTS = 160
K through 190 K will be repeatedly displayed. In the latter
case, images at PTS = 190 K through 310 K will be hid-
den.
[0015] The present embodiment suggests a moving
image reproduction technology in which, when a repro-
duction target is switched to a video stream of a bit rate
Y during the reproduction of a chunk (e.g., chunk X-2) in
a video stream of a bit rate X, pictures (e.g., pictures of
PTS of from 160 K to 190 K) that overlap with pictures
displayed by the reproduction of the chunk X-2 among
pictures included in a chunk (e.g., chunk Y-3) in a video
stream of the bit rate Y are hidden. This prevents over-
lapping images from being displayed repeatedly and pre-
vents images to be originally displayed from being hidden
at the time of changing the type of a video stream even
when the PTSs of respective sync samples do not match
among video streams of different bit rates.
[0016] Fig. 2 illustrates the configuration of a moving
image distribution system according to an embodiment.
A moving image distribution system 100 is provided with
a moving image distribution server 10 and a console-type
reproduction apparatus 12a and a portable reproduction
apparatus 12b, which are generically referred to as mov-
ing image reproduction apparatuses 12. A moving image
reproduction apparatus 12 becomes connected to the
moving image distribution server 10 via a publicly-known
communication network 14 such as LAN, WAN, Internet,
etc.
[0017] The moving image distribution server 10 is a
server that stores a plurality of types of coded data ob-
tained by coding moving images at a plurality of types of
bit rates. In the present embodiment, it is assumed that
the moving image distribution server 10 is a web server.
For example, the moving image distribution server 10
stores coded data that correspond to each of bit rates of
256 Kbps, 512 Kbps, 1 Mbps, 4 Mbps, and 8 Mbps. The
moving image distribution server 10 concurrently distrib-
utes a plurality of types of coded data to the moving image
reproduction apparatus 12 as video streams. In the dis-
tribution of each video stream, the data is transmitted in
units of chunks preset for each video stream. For the
coding of a moving image, a publicly-known moving-im-
age compression coding technique may be applied. For
example, MPEG (Moving Picture Experts group) or
H.264/AVC may be applied.
[0018] The moving image reproduction apparatus 12
is an information processing apparatus equipped with a
web browser. The moving image reproduction apparatus
12 accesses the moving image distribution server 10 via
the web browser and requests the distribution of video
streams. The moving image reproduction apparatus 12
dynamically switches, according to a change in the own
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apparatus environment, the type of video streams to be
acquired and reproduced and acquires and reproduces
video streams of a bit rate that is suitable for the current
apparatus environment so as to display a moving image.
The console-type reproduction apparatus 12a may be a
game console or a commonly-used PC. The portable re-
production apparatus 12b may be a portable game de-
vice, a mobile phone terminal, a mobile information ter-
minal, or a smartphone.
[0019] Fig. 3 is a block circuit diagram illustrating the
configuration of the internal circuit of a console-type re-
production apparatus 12a shown in Fig. 3. The figure
shows a configuration mainly intended for a game con-
sole. The console-type reproduction apparatus 12a in-
cludes a CPU (Central Processing Unit) 102, a GPU
(Graphics Processing Unit) 104, a main memory 106, an
embedded storage 108, an optical disk reproduction
processor 110, a power control circuit 112, and a LAN
module 114 as a basic configuration.
[0020] The CPU 102 is a main processor serving as a
general-purpose processor that controls the entire con-
sole-type reproduction apparatus 12a in an integrated
manner, and the CPU 102 controls signal processing and
internal components based on various programs for a
game, an e-mail, and an application for a web browser,
and the like. The GPU 104 is a graphics processor serv-
ing as a dedicated processor designed to efficiently per-
form an image processing operation and performs an
image process in the console-type reproduction appara-
tus 12a. The optical disk reproduction processor 110 re-
produces an optical disk such as a BD (Bluray Disc, reg-
istered trademark), a DVD, or a CD, which is inserted in
an optical disk reproducing unit (not shown) and in which
an application program or multimedia data is recorded.
The main memory 106 functions as a work area of the
CPU 102, and as a buffer that temporarily stores data
read from an optical disk.
[0021] The LAN module 114 has functions of a wireless
LAN module and functions of a wired LAN module and
transmits and/or receives data between the console-type
reproduction apparatus 12a and an external apparatus
thereof. For example, the LAN module 114 communi-
cates with a mobile phone 200 and an access point 900
as a wireless LAN module and communicates with a layer
2 switch 800 as a wired LAN module.
[0022] The console-type reproduction apparatus 12a
includes a USB port 116, a short-distance wireless com-
munication port 118, a memory card slot 120, and a video
output port 122. The USB port 116 is used for the con-
nection with a peripheral device 124 such as an external
hard disk or the like. In addition to wirelessly connecting
to the peripheral device 124, the short-distance wireless
communication port 118 connects to a controller 126 of
the console-type reproduction apparatus 12a. The con-
troller 126 can be also connected to the USB port 116.
The memory card slot 120 exchanges information be-
tween the console-type reproduction apparatus 12a and
a memory card 128 that can be attached and removed.

The embedded storage 108 stores, for example, save
data of an application program or a game read from an
optical disk or stores data or the like of a picture, a moving
image, music, etc., acquired via the USB port 116, the
short-distance wireless communication port 118, or the
memory card slot 120.
[0023] The GPU 104 has a function of a geometry
transfer engine for processing coordinate transformation
or the like and a function of a rendering processor, per-
forms rendering in accordance with a rendering instruc-
tion from the CPU 102, and stores a rendered image in
a frame buffer (not shown). In other words, for example,
when the various types of application programs recorded
in an optical disk are those that use so-called three di-
mensional (3D) graphics as in a game, the GPU 104 cal-
culates the coordinate, etc., of a polygon for forming a
three-dimensional object by a geometric calculation
process. Further, the GPU 104 performs a calculation for
generating an image obtained by capturing an image of
the three-dimensional object by a virtual camera, in other
words, performs a calculation of perspective transforma-
tion (a calculation of coordinate values when the vertices
of each polygon forming the three-dimensional object are
projected on a virtual camera screen) by a rendering
process. The GPU 104 writes image data obtained at the
end to a frame buffer. The video output port 122 outputs,
to a monitor 130 of a television set, a video signal corre-
sponding to the image generated by the GPU 104.
[0024] An interface 132 of the console-type reproduc-
tion apparatus 12a includes an operation unit 134 for
turning on a power source and removing an optical disk
and an LED 136 for displaying an on/off status of the
power source, an access status of various types of de-
vices, and the like.
[0025] These components are mutually connected to
one another mainly via a bus line 138. To the above in-
ternal circuit of the console-type reproduction apparatus
12a, electricity is provided for driving from a power source
(not shown). The CPU 102 and the GPU 104 are con-
nected via a dedicated bus. In the console-type repro-
duction apparatus 12a having a configuration such as
the one described above, when the power is turned on,
an operating system program is loaded into the main
memory 106 from a mask ROM (not shown), and the
CPU 102 executes the operating system program. This
allows the CPU 102 to control the components of the
console-type reproduction apparatus 12a in an integrat-
ed manner.
[0026] Upon the execution of the operating system pro-
gram, the CPU 102 first performs an initializing process
such as an operation check or the like. The main CPU
102 then reads an application program such as a game
that is recorded in an optical disk and then executes the
game application program after loading the application
program into the main memory 106. By the execution of
the game application program, the CPU 102 controls the
GPU 104 and the like so as to control the display of an
image and the generation of a sound effect and a music
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sound in accordance with a user instruction received from
the controller 126.
[0027] Fig. 4 illustrates the exterior view of the portable
reproduction apparatus 12b shown in Fig. 2. The figure
shows a configuration mainly intended for a portable
game device. In addition to the reproduction of digital
content of a moving image, a still image, music, etc., the
portable reproduction apparatus 12b can also execute
content of a game program or the like. Each item of con-
tent is mainly read from an external recording medium
that can be attached to and removed from the portable
reproduction apparatus 12b. External recoding mediums
according to the present embodiment are a compact op-
tical disk 402 and a memory card 426. The compact op-
tical disk 402 and the memory card 426 are each loaded
in a driving apparatus (not shown) provided in the port-
able reproduction apparatus 12b. The compact optical
disk 402 can store relatively large moving image data of
movies, etc., as well as music data and still image data.
The memory card 426 is a compact memory card that
can be attached to and removed from a digital camera
and a mobile phone and mainly stores data that is gen-
erated using another apparatus by the user and data that
can be exchanged with another apparatus such as still
image data, moving image data, audio data, and the like.
[0028] The portable reproduction apparatus 12b is pro-
vided with a liquid crystal display 404 and keys such as
directional keys 416, an analog stick 418, and button keys
420. The user holds the left and right ends of the portable
reproduction apparatus 12b, gives vertical and horizontal
directions by using the directional keys 416 or the analog
stick 418 mainly by a left-hand thumb, and gives various
types of operations by using the button keys 420 mainly
by a right-hand thumb. Different from the directional keys
416 and the button keys 420, a home button 436 is pro-
vided at a position where it is hard to press the home
button 436 by any of the fingers when the left and right
ends of the portable reproduction apparatus 12b are held
with both hands so as to prevent operational error. The
liquid crystal display 404 displays a menu screen image
and a reproduction screen image of each item of content
by a graphical user interface. The portable reproduction
apparatus 12b is provided with a USB port and a wireless
LAN communication function and transmits and receives
data to and from another apparatus (including another
apparatus on the Internet) via these port and communi-
cation function. Further, the portable reproduction appa-
ratus 12b may be provided with an infrared port so as to
have a structure for transmitting and receiving data to
and from another apparatus via infrared communication.
[0029] The portable reproduction apparatus 12b is pro-
vided with a select button 440, a start button 438, and
the like. The start button 438 is used by the user to give
instructions to, for example, start a game, start displaying
an email screen image, or start or temporarily stop re-
producing a movie or music. The select button 440 is
used by the user to give instructions to, for example, se-
lect a menu display displayed on the liquid crystal display

404.
[0030] Fig. 5 illustrates the configuration of the internal
circuit of the portable reproduction apparatus 12b shown
in Fig. 2. The portable reproduction apparatus 12b is pro-
vided with a main CPU 500, a GPU 502, an input/output
processor 504, an optical disk reproducing unit 506, a
main memory 508, a masked ROM 510, and a sound
processor 512, as the basic components thereof. The
main CPU 500 is a main processor serving as a general-
purpose processor that controls the entire portable re-
production apparatus 12b in an integrated manner, and
the CPU 500 controls signal processing and internal com-
ponents based on various programs for a game, an e-
mail, and an application for a web browser, and the like.
The GPU 502 is a graphics processor serving as a ded-
icated processor designed to efficiently perform an image
processing operation and performs an image process in
the portable reproduction apparatus 12b.
[0031] The input/output processor 504 performs an in-
terface process between the outside and the inside of
the apparatus or a process for maintaining backward
compatibility. The optical disk reproducing unit 506 re-
produces an optical disk such as a UMD in which an
application program or multimedia data is recorded. The
main memory 508 functions as a buffer that temporarily
stores data read from a work area of the main CPU 500
or from an optical disk. The masked ROM 510 mainly
stores an operating system program that is executed by
the main CPU 500 or the input/output processor 504. The
sound processor 512 processes an audio signal.
[0032] This portable reproduction apparatus 12b also
has a UMD processor 514, an optical disk reproduction
driver 516, and a mechanical controller 518. The UMD
processor 514 reproduces (or restores) data recorded in
a UMD by performing, for example, an error correcting
process (e.g., a CIRC process), a decompression/decod-
ing process, or the like on a disk reproduction signal,
which is read from the UMD by the optical disk reproduc-
ing unit 506 and then amplified by an RF amplifier 528.
The optical disk reproduction driver 516 and the mechan-
ical controller 518 perform rotation control of a spindle
motor of the optical disk reproducing unit 506, fo-
cus/tracking control of optical pickup, loading control of
a disk tray, and the like.
[0033] These components are mutually connected to
one another mainly via bus lines 522 and 524 or the like.
The main CPU 500 and the GPU 502 are connected via
a dedicated bus. The main CPU 500 and the input/output
processor 504 are connected via a bus 550. The in-
put/output processor 504, the UMD processor 514, the
masked ROM 510, and the sound processor 512 are
each connected to the bus 522.
[0034] The main CPU 500 controls all operations of
the portable reproduction apparatus 12b by executing an
operating system program for the main CPU that is stored
in the masked ROM 510. The main CPU 500 executes
various types of application programs, etc., that are read
from an optical disk of a UMD or the like and loaded into
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the main memory 508 or that are downloaded via a wire-
less LAN 530 and controls the operation of, for example,
executing a game, and composing and editing an email,
and browsing a Web page.
[0035] By executing an operating system program for
the input/output processor that is stored in the masked
ROM 510, the input/output processor 504 controls the
input and output of a signal or a setting of a game provided
from a controller 540 in accordance with the operation
by the user, the contents or the address of an email, data
or the like from a memory card 326 that stores the URL
of a Web site or the like via a memory card slot 532 and,
in addition, the input and output of data in a USB con-
necting terminal 542, a wireless LAN 530, and the like.
The controller 540 is a general term for keys such as the
directional keys 416, the analog stick 418, and the button
keys 420 used for controlling the portable reproduction
apparatus 12b by the user.
[0036] The GPU 502 has a function of a geometry
transfer engine for performing a process of coordinate
transformation or the like and a function of a rendering
processor. The GPU 502 performs rendering in accord-
ance with a rendering instruction from the main CPU 500
and stores a rendered image in a frame buffer (not
shown). In other words, for example, when the various
types of application programs recorded in an optical disk
use so-called three dimensional (3D) graphics as in a
game, the GPU 502 calculates the coordinate, etc., of a
polygon for forming a three-dimensional object by a ge-
ometric calculation. Further, the GPU 502 performs a cal-
culation for generating an image obtained by capturing
the three-dimensional object by a virtual camera, in other
words, performs perspective transformation (a calcula-
tion of coordinate values when vertices of each polygon
forming the three-dimensional object are projected on a
virtual camera screen) by a rendering process. The im-
age data obtained in the end is written into a frame buffer.
The GPU 502 then outputs a video signal that corre-
sponds to the generated image.
[0037] The sound processor 512 is provided with an
ADPCM (Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation)
decoding function, an audio signal reproduction function,
a signal modulation function, and the like. The ADPCM
decoding function is a function of reproducing and then
outputting an audio signal of a sound effect, etc., by read-
ing waveform data stored in a sound buffer (not shown)
that is built in or externally attached to the sound proc-
essor 512. The signal modulation function operates also
as a so-called sampling sound source that generates an
audio signal of a music sound, a sound effect, etc., from
the waveform data stored in the sound buffer.
[0038] In the portable reproduction apparatus 12b hav-
ing a configuration such as the one described above, for
example, when the power is turned on, the operating sys-
tem programs for the main CPU 500 and for the input/out-
put processor 504 is read from the masked ROM 510.
The main CPU 500 and the input/output processor 504
execute respective operating system programs. This al-

lows the main CPU 500 to control the components of the
portable reproduction apparatus 12b in an integrated
manner. The input/output processor 504 controls the in-
put and output of a signal between the controller 540 and
the memory card 526, etc. Upon the execution of the
operating system program, the main CPU 500 first per-
forms initialization such as operation checking and the
like. The main CPU 500 then controls the optical disk
reproducing unit 506 so as to read an application program
such as a game that is recorded in an optical disk, load
the application program into the main memory 508, and
then execute the game application program. In accord-
ance with the user’s instruction received from the con-
troller 540 via the input/output processor 504 by the ex-
ecution of the game application program, the main CPU
500 controls the GPU 502 and the sound processor 512
so as to control the display of an image and the generation
of a sound effect and a music sound.
[0039] When reproducing a movie or the like recorded
in the optical disk, the main CPU 500 controls, in accord-
ance with the user’s instruction (command) received from
the controller 540 via the input/output processor 504, the
GPU 502 and the sound processor 512 so as to control
the display of a video image of a movie reproduced from
the optical disk and the generation of the sound effect,
the music, and the like. A processing result of the GPU
502 is displayed on the liquid crystal display 404, and the
sound effect, the music, and the like generated by the
sound processor 512 are reproduced by a speaker 544.
[0040] Fig. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a functional
configuration of a moving image reproduction apparatus
12. The moving image reproduction apparatus 12 is pro-
vided with an acquisition unit 20, an accumulation buffer
22, a control unit 30, and a reproduction unit 40. The
blocks shown in the block diagram of the specification
are implemented in the hardware by any CPU or memory
of a computer, other elements, or mechanical appara-
tuses, and in software by a computer program or the like.
Fig. 6 depicts functional blocks implemented by the co-
operation of hardware and software. Thus, a person
skilled in the art should appreciate that there are many
ways of accomplishing these functional blocks in various
forms in accordance with the components of hardware,
software, or the combination of both.
[0041] The acquisition unit 20 acquires, in units of
chunks, a video stream of a type specified by the control
unit 30 from among a plurality of types of video streams
that correspond to a plurality of types of bit rates distrib-
uted by the moving image distribution server 10 and
stores the acquired video stream in the accumulation
buffer 22. More specifically, the acquisition unit 20 re-
quests the moving image distribution server 10 to distrib-
ute a video stream of a type specified by the control unit
30 and sequentially receives a plurality of chunks in the
video stream of the type from the moving image distribu-
tion server 10. The acquisition unit 20 is realized by the
cooperation of the CPU 102 and the LAN module 114
shown in Fig. 3 or by the cooperation of the CPU 500
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and the wireless LAN 530 shown in Fig. 5. The accumu-
lation buffer 22 is a memory that temporarily stores a
chunk of a video stream acquired by the acquisition unit
20.
[0042] The control unit 30 controls a process of acquir-
ing a video stream and a process of reproducing the video
stream in adaptive streaming in an integrated manner.
The control unit 30 is realized by the CPU 102 shown in
Fig. 3 or the CPU 500 shown in Fig. 5. The control unit
30 includes a switching determination unit 32, an acqui-
sition control unit 34, a skip determination unit 36, and a
reproduction control unit 38.
[0043] When a situation is developed, during the re-
production of a first video stream that corresponds to a
first bit rate (e.g., 8 Mbps), where a reproduction target
is to be switched to a second video stream that corre-
sponds to a second bit rate (e.g., 4 Mbps) different from
the first bit rate, the switching determination unit 32 de-
tects the fact. More specifically, the switching determi-
nation unit 32 determines whether or not predetermined
switching requirements have been satisfied.
[0044] These switching requirements may be various
types of requirements related to a hardware environment,
a software environment, and a communication environ-
ment of the moving image reproduction apparatus 12.
For example, a switching requirement for switching from
a relatively high bit rate to a relatively low bit rate may be
a condition where CPU utilization becomes a predeter-
mined threshold value or more. Alternatively, the switch-
ing requirement may be a condition where a period of
time required for a process of decoding a picture be-
comes a predetermined value or more or a condition
where an available communication bandwidth or effec-
tive communication speed becomes less than a prede-
termined value. Conversely, a switching requirement for
switching from a relatively low bit rate to a relatively high
bit rate may be a condition where the CPU utilization
becomes less than the predetermined threshold value.
Alternatively, the switching requirement may be a condi-
tion where a period of time required for the process of
decoding a picture becomes less than the predetermined
value or a condition where the available communication
bandwidth or effective communication speed becomes
the predetermined value or more. Alternatively, a switch-
ing requirement may be the detection of a switching op-
eration entered to the moving image reproduction appa-
ratus 12 by the user, more specifically, a predetermined
operation requesting for a switching from a bit rate that
is currently being selected to another bit rate.
[0045] When the switching determination unit 32 de-
termines that the switching requirement for switching
from a relatively high bit rate to a relatively low bit rate is
satisfied, the acquisition control unit 34 instructs the ac-
quisition unit 20 to change the bit rate of a video stream
to be acquired to a bit rate that is lower than the current
bit rate. When the switching determination unit 32 deter-
mines that the switching requirement for switching from
a relatively low bit rate to a relatively high bit rate is sat-

isfied, the acquisition control unit 34 instructs the acqui-
sition unit 20 to change the bit rate of the video stream
to be acquired to a bit rate that is higher than the current
bit rate. When a specific bit rate is specified by a switching
operation from the user, the acquisition control unit 34
instructs the acquisition unit 20 to change the bit rate of
the video stream to be acquired to the bit rate specified
by the user.
[0046] When the switching determination unit 32 de-
termines that a switching requirement is satisfied, the
skip determination unit 36 determines to exclude from
being displayed(skip the display), among pictures includ-
ed in a chunk acquired after the switching of the bit rate,
pictures that overlap with pictures included in a chunk
that has been acquired before the switching of the bit
rate and that is being reproduced. An explanation will be
given in the following regarding a specific process.
[0047] The skip determination unit 36 identifies the
time at which a picture to be displayed last in chronolog-
ical order is displayed (the picture is also referred to a
"last picture before switching" hereinafter) among pic-
tures included in a chunk being reproduced in the repro-
duction unit 40 described later. In the present embodi-
ment, when an instruction to reproduce a chunk is given
from the control unit 30 to the reproduction unit 40, the
PTS of a picture to be displayed last in the chunk is stored.
The skip determination unit 36 specifies the PTS as the
time at which the last picture before switching is dis-
played. In one variation, the skip determination unit 36
may make inquiries to the reproduction unit 40 regarding
the PTS of a picture to be displayed last in a chunk that
is being reproduced and specify the PTS as the time at
which the last picture before switching is displayed.
[0048] The skip determination unit 36 identifies the
time at which a picture to be displayed first in chronolog-
ical order is displayed (the picture is, for example, an IDR
picture and is also referred to a "first picture after switch-
ing" hereinafter) among pictures included in a chunk ac-
quired after the switching of the bit rate. In the present
embodiment, the skip determination unit 36 specifies, as
the time at which the first picture after switching is dis-
played, the PTS assigned to a picture to be displayed
first in a chunk acquired after the switching of the bit rate.
[0049] Among pictures included in a chunk acquired
after the switching of the bit rate, the skip determination
unit 36 determines to exclude, from being displayed, pic-
tures to be displayed between the time at which the first
picture after switching is displayed and the time at which
the last picture before switching is displayed. In other
words, the skip determination unit 36 determines pictures
that are to be displayed before the display of the last
picture before switching to be hidden. For example, as
shown in Fig. 1B, when a reproduction target is switched
during the reproduction of the chunk X-2 such that the
chunk Y-3 is acquired, the skip determination unit 36 de-
termines to exclude pictures of PTS of from 160 K to 190
K from being displayed. The skip determination unit 36
notifies the reproduction control unit38 of information in-
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dicating pictures to be excluded from being displayed
(the information is also referred to as "display skip infor-
mation" hereinafter). For example, a PTS range of pic-
tures to be excluded from being displayed is set for this
display skip information.
[0050] At normal time when the reproduction control
unit 38 is not notified of the display skip information by
the skip determination unit 36, the reproduction control
unit 38 transmits to the reproduction unit 40 data of a
chunk of a video stream that is stored in the accumulation
buffer 22 and gives an instruction to reproduce and dis-
play the entire pictures included in the chunk. This in-
struction is also referred to as a "normal reproduction
instruction" hereinafter. When the reproduction control
unit 38 is notified of the display skip information by the
skip determination unit 36, the reproduction control unit
38 transmits to the reproduction unit 40 the display skip
information along with data of a chunk that is stored in
the accumulation buffer 22 and gives an instruction to
reproduce and display pictures that are specified as dis-
play targets (those that are not excluded from being dis-
played) among pictures included in the chunk. This in-
struction is also referred to as a "selection reproduction
instruction" hereinafter.
[0051] The reproduction unit 40 is a video decoder that
performs a process of reproducing a video stream, more
specifically, a process of decoding pictures included in
the video stream and a process of displaying an image
as a decoding result. The reproduction unit 40 is realized
by the GPU 104 shown in Fig. 3 or the GPU 502 shown
in Fig. 5. The reproduction unit 40 includes a decoding
target selection unit 42, a variable-length decoding unit
44, an inverse quantizer 46, an inverse orthogonal trans-
formation unit 48, an adder 50, a frame memory 52, a
motion compensation unit 54, a sorting buffer 56, a dis-
play target selection unit 58, and a D/A converter 60.
[0052] The decoding target selection unit 42 receives
a normal reproduction instruction from the control unit 30
along with data of a chunk of a video stream (the data is
also referred to as "image compression information"
hereinafter) that includes both data of a plurality of pic-
tures that have been coded and motion vector informa-
tion. For example, as header information thereof, this im-
age compression information includes information indi-
cating the PTS of each picture and information indicating
whether each picture is a reference picture to be referred
to at the time of decoding another picture or a non-refer-
ence picture that is not to be referred to at the time of
decoding another picture. Also, the decoding target se-
lection unit 42 receives a selection reproduction instruc-
tion from the control unit 30. In this case, the decoding
target selection unit 42 receives display skip information
in addition to data of a chunk (image compression infor-
mation).
[0053] When the decoding target selection unit 42 re-
ceives the normal reproduction instruction, the decoding
target selection unit 42 provides the image compression
information directly to the variable-length decoding unit

44. On the other hand, when the decoding target selec-
tion unit 42 receives the selection reproduction instruc-
tion, the decoding target selection unit 42 first identifies
coded pictures that are assigned PTSs in a range ex-
cluded from being displayed. Among those coded pic-
tures, the decoding target selection unit 42 excludes non-
reference pictures from being decoded so that only ref-
erence pictures are to be decoded. All coded pictures
assigned PTSs in the range to be displayed are to be
decoded regardless of whether or not the coded pictures
are reference pictures. The decoding target selection unit
42 provides, to the variable-length decoding unit 44, the
image compression information along with information
indicating whether or not each coded picture is to be de-
coded. For coded pictures that are excluded from being
decoded, a subsequent decoding process is canceled.
For example, the coded pictures are discarded without
being decoded.
[0054] The variable-length decoding unit 44 performs
variable-length decoding on the image compression in-
formation, provides decoded image data to the inverse
quantizer 46, and provides the motion vector information
to the motion compensation unit 54. The inverse quan-
tizer 46 inversely quantizes the decoded image data and
provides the resultant to the inverse orthogonal transfor-
mation unit 48. The inverse orthogonal transformation
unit 48 performs inverse discrete cosine transform (ID-
CT) on the DCT coefficients that are inversely quantized
by the inverse quantizer 46, thereby restoring the original
image data. The image data restored by the inverse or-
thogonal transformation unit 48 is provided to the adder
50.
[0055] If the image data provided from the inverse or-
thogonal transformation unit 48 represents a picture
(e.g., IDR picture or I picture) that has been coded without
using inter-frame prediction, the adder 50 stores the im-
age data directly in the sorting buffer 56. At the same
time, if the image data represents a reference picture,
the adder 50 stores the image data in the frame memory
52 so that the image data can be referred to during the
generation of a predicted image of a picture coded using
inter-frame prediction.
[0056] If the image data output from the inverse orthog-
onal transformation unit 48 represents a picture (e.g., P
picture or B picture) that has been coded using inter-
frame prediction, the image data represents a differential
image. Thus, the adder 50 adds the differential image
and the predicted image provided from the motion com-
pensation unit 54, thereby reconstructing the original im-
age data and storing the restores image data in the sort-
ing buffer 56.
[0057] The motion compensation unit 54 generates a
predicted image for a P picture, a B picture, or the like
by using the motion vector information provided from the
variable-length decoding unit 44 and the reference pic-
ture stored in the frame memory 52 and provides the
generated predicted image to the adder 50.
[0058] The sorting buffer 56 is a buffer for accumulating
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original images serving as resultants of the process of
decoding coded pictures (the original images are also
referred to as "decoded pictures" hereinafter) and sorting
the decoded pictures in the order of display. For example,
based on PTSs assigned to individual coded pictures,
decoded pictures that correspond to individual coded pic-
tures may be sorted.
[0059] When the decoding target selection unit 42 re-
ceives the normal reproduction instruction, the display
target selection unit 58 provides data of the decoded pic-
tures stored in the order of display in the sorting buffer
56 to the D/A converter 60 at a timing according to PTS.
On the other hand, when the decoding target selection
unit 42 receives the selection reproduction instruction,
the display target selection unit 58 provides to the D/A
converter 60 only data of decoded pictures to be dis-
played (in other words, decoded pictures that are not
excluded from being displayed) among the decoded pic-
tures stored in the order of display in the sorting buffer
56. More specifically, while discarding decoded pictures
corresponding to coded pictures assigned PTSs in a
range excluded from being displayed that are specified
by the display skip information, the display target selec-
tion unit 58 provides to the D/A converter 60 decoded
pictures corresponding to coded pictures assigned PTSs
outside of the range.
[0060] The D/A converter 60 converts, to an analog
signal, the data of the decoded pictures provided from
the display target selection unit 58 and outputs the analog
signal to a display apparatus such as the monitor 130
shown in Fig. 3 or the display 404 shown in Fig. 5. As
described above, since the data of the decoded pictures
are provided at a timing according to PTS, the reproduc-
tion and display of moving images synchronized with the
setting value of the PTS can be realized.
[0061] Even when a switching requirement is deter-
mined to be satisfied in the switching determination unit
32 of the control unit 30, the reproduction unit 40 contin-
ues a reproduction process performed on chunks that
have already been received from the control unit 30 until
the end. In other words, regarding a chunk that is being
reproduced, the display of pictures continues until the
last picture included in the chunk is displayed. A process
performed by the variable-length decoding unit 44
through the sorting buffer 56 shown in Fig. 6 is an exam-
ple of decoding a picture, and it is obvious that a decoding
process that corresponds to a publicly-known moving-
image compression coding technique may be appropri-
ately performed.
[0062] An explanation is given of the operation of the
above configuration in the following.
[0063] Fig. 7 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of
the moving image reproduction apparatus 12. The ac-
quisition unit 20 sequentially receives, in units of chunks,
a first video stream in which a moving image is coded by
a first bit rate (S10). The reproduction control unit 38 of
the control unit 30 provides chunks of the first video
stream to the reproduction unit 40 and instructs normal

reproduction (S12). The reproduction unit 40 starts a re-
production process performed on the chunks for which
the normal reproduction has been instructed, decodes
all the pictures included in the chunks, and sequentially
displays the decoded pictures in accordance with PTS
(S14).
[0064] The switching determination unit 32 of the con-
trol unit 30 constantly monitors various environmental
information of the moving image reproduction apparatus
12. If the switching determination unit 32 detects that a
bitrate switching requirement has been satisfied (Y in
S16), the acquisition control unit 34 instructs the acqui-
sition unit 20 to acquire a second video stream corre-
sponding to a second bit rate that is higher or lower than
the first bit rate in accordance with the switching require-
ment that has been satisfied. After that, the acquisition
unit 20 receives the second video stream instead of the
first video stream in units of chunks from the moving im-
age distribution server 10 (S18). The skip determination
unit 36 determines a non-display range (PTS value
range) by setting, among pictures included in the chunks
of the second video stream, pictures that overlap with
pictures included in the chunks of the first video stream
being reproduced by the reproduction unit 40 to be not
displayed (S20). The reproduction control unit 38 pro-
vides chunks of the second video stream to the repro-
duction unit 40 and instructs selection reproduction while
specifying the non-display range (S22). If the bitrate
switching requirement is not satisfied (N in S16), the fol-
lowing processes are skipped and the flow concerning
the switching of video streams that is shown in the figure
is ended.
[0065] The reproduction unit 40 starts a reproduction
process performed on the chunks of the second video
stream. If coded pictures included in the chunks belong
to the non-display range (Y in S24) and are reference
pictures (Y in S26), the reproduction unit 40 decodes the
pictures (S28) and stores the decoded pictures in a ref-
erence buffer (S30). The reproduction unit 40 skips dis-
playing the decoded pictures. If the coded pictures are
non-reference pictures (N in S26), the reproduction unit
40 does not perform a decoding process. On the other
hand, if the coded pictures do not belong to the non-
display range, in other words, if the coded pictures are
assigned PTSs included in a display range (N in S24),
the reproduction unit 40 decodes the pictures regardless
of whether or not the pictures are reference pictures
(S32). If the coded pictures are reference pictures (Y in
S34), the reproduction unit 40 stores the pictures in the
reference buffer (S36). If the coded pictures are non-
reference pictures (N in S34), the reproduction unit 40
skips step S36 and displays the decoded pictures at a
timing according to the PTSs (S38). If there are any coded
pictures that are left untreated (N in S40), the reproduc-
tion unit 40 goes back to step S24. If all the coded pictures
have been treated (Y in S40), the flow concerning the
switching of video streams that is shown in the figure is
ended.
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[0066] After this, the second video stream shown in
this example takes the initial position of the first video
stream, and the reproduction process of reproducing a
video stream is performed repeatedly starting from step
S10. In other words, adaptive streaming is continued so
as to continue the reproduction and display of a moving
image. If the environment of the moving image reproduc-
tion apparatus 12 further changes in such a manner that
the switching requirement is satisfied, a target to be ac-
quired and reproduced goes back to the first video stream
again or is switched to a third video stream that corre-
sponds to a third bit rate different from the first and second
bit rates.
[0067] Fig. 8 schematically illustrates process stages
and contents displayed on a user screen when the bit
rate of a video stream to be reproduced is switched. The
figure shows an example where the type of a video
stream to be reproduced is switched to a bit rate Y during
the reproduction of a chunk X-2 shown in Fig. 1B. First,
the control unit 30 reads the chunk X-2, provides the
chunk to the reproduction unit 40, and gives an instruction
to reproduce the chunk (S50). The reproduction unit 40
decodes the chunk X-2 and displays a resultant decoded
picture on a user screen at a timing defined by PTS (S52).
The PTS of a picture displayed last in a process of re-
producing the chunk X-2 is 190 K (although the actual
value is less than 190 K, it is assumed that the value is
190 K in the figure for the purpose of simplifying the ex-
planation).
[0068] The control unit 30 detects a decrease in com-
munication speed during the process of reproducing the
chunk X-2 in the reproduction unit 40 (S54). The control
unit 30 reads a chunk Y-3 of a video stream that corre-
sponds to a lower bit rate and provides the chunk to the
reproduction unit 40. The control unit 30 instructs not to
display a range of PTS of from 160 K to 190 K in which
pictures overlap between the chunk X-2 and the chunk
Y-3 (S56). Regarding pictures with PTS of from 160 K to
190 K, the reproduction unit 40 decodes only reference
pictures and hides the pictures, in the process of repro-
ducing the chunk Y-3 (S58). Regarding pictures with PTS
of 190 K or larger, the reproduction unit 40 decodes the
pictures as usual and displays the decoded pictures on
the user screen (S60). By the above processes, the de-
coded pictures corresponding to PTS of 190 K or larger
of the chunk Y-3 are displayed on the user screen without
interruption after all the decoded pictures of the chunk
X-2 are displayed.
[0069] According to the moving image reproduction
apparatus 12 of the present embodiment, even when the
PTSs of respective sync samples do not match among
video streams of different bit rates, in other words, even
when the borders of chunks do not match, repetitive dis-
play of overlapping images can be prevented so as to
prevent the disturbance of the display of a moving image
when changing the type of a video stream. For example,
in a case where an available communication bandwidth
changes relatively frequently, more specifically, in view-

ing moving images using the portable reproduction ap-
paratus 12b while traveling or in viewing moving images
using best-effort communication, the type of a video
stream is often changed relatively frequently. In such a
case, the user-friendliness of adaptive streaming can be
improved by preventing the disturbance of the display of
a moving image by a moving image reproduction tech-
nology suggested in the embodiment.
[0070] In a process of reproducing a chunk obtained
after the switching of the bit rate, even pictures that are
to be hidden since the pictures overlap with pictures in-
cluded in a chunk obtained before switching are decoded
so as to be referable at the time of decoding another
picture if the pictures are reference pictures, in the mov-
ing image reproduction apparatus 12. With this, the de-
coding of pictures to be displayed (P pictures and B pic-
tures) can be secured. On the other hand, non-reference
pictures that are to be hidden are not necessary for the
decoding of another picture. Originally, those pictures
are not used for a purpose other than screen display.
Thus, by skipping a decoding process itself, the process
of reproducing chunks obtained after the switching of the
bit rate can be accelerated. In other words, it becomes
easier for pictures included in a chunk obtained after
switching to be in a state where the pictures can be re-
produced and displayed, by the time the reproduction
and display of pictures included in a chunk obtained be-
fore the switching are completed. Therefore, smooth
switching display can be more easily achieved. For ex-
ample, a situation can be more easily prevented where
the reproduction and display of a moving image is tem-
porarily stopped when the reproduction and display of
pictures included in a chunk obtained before switching
are completed before pictures included in a chunk ob-
tained after the switching are in a state where the pictures
can be reproduced and displayed.
[0071] In the moving image reproduction apparatus 12,
while control for acquisition of a video stream and control
for reproduction of the video stream, for example, a proc-
ess of determining whether a switching requirement is
satisfied and a process of determining a non-display
range, are performed in a main processor, a reproduction
process of reproducing the video stream, for example, a
decoding process, is performed in a graphics processor.
With this, the graphics processor can more easily focus
on an image operation process, and the ability thereof
can be efficiently used. As a result, delay can be more
easily prevented in a reproduction process (a decoding
process) of reproducing a chunk obtained after the
switching of the bit rate, and smooth switching display
can be more easily achieved.
[0072] As a method different from that according to the
present embodiment, one possible option is to constantly
acquire and decode video streams of different bit rates
in parallel in advance and display one video stream while
hiding the other. By reversing a display and non-display
relationship, the disturbance of the display of a moving
image can be prevented at the time of the switching of
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the bit rate. However, since the acquisition and the de-
coding of a plurality of types of video streams are con-
stantly performed in parallel in this method, more hard-
ware resources are used compared to the method sug-
gested in the present embodiment. Also, as the number
of the types of bit rates increases, the amount of hardware
resources used also increases. If no switching of bit rates
occurs, the hardware resources will be wasted. On the
other hand, in the method suggested in the present em-
bodiment, there is only one type of bit rate that is acquired
and reproduced at the same time, allowing for the man-
agement of both efficient use of hardware resources and
smooth-switching display.
[0073] Described above is an explanation of the
present invention based on the embodiments. These em-
bodiments are intended to be illustrative only, and it will
be obvious to those skilled in the art that various modifi-
cations to constituting elements and processes could be
developed and that such modifications are also within
the scope of the present invention.
[0074] For example, in the above embodiment, it is as-
sumed that a first picture in a chunk of a video stream is
a sync sample (an IDR picture). In a variation, a first pic-
ture in a chunk may not be a sync sample, in other words,
the temporal position of a sync sample may be in disa-
greement with the border of the chunk. In this variation,
timing for clearing image data of a reference picture
stored in the frame memory 52 of the reproduction unit
40 is merely different from that according to the embod-
iment. As in the case of the embodiment, repetitive dis-
play of overlapping images can be prevented so as to
prevent the disturbance of the display of a moving image
when changing the type of a video stream.
[0075] Regarding the above variation, the data of a
chunk of a video stream may contain index information
that indicates the position (e.g., PTS value) of a sync
sample that exists in the chunk. In this case, the decoding
target selection unit 42 of the moving image reproduction
apparatus 12 may identify, among coded pictures as-
signed PTSs in a range excluded from being displayed,
coded pictures located before the last sync sample in the
range (for example, coded pictures assigned PTSs that
are earlier than that of the last sync sample). All of these
coded pictures may be excluded from being decoded re-
gardless of whether or not the coded pictures are non-
reference pictures. This is because these coded pictures
are not necessary for the decoding of pictures to be dis-
played. According to this embodiment, a reproduction
process of reproducing a chunk obtained after the switch-
ing of the bit rate can be made further efficient and ac-
celerated by further limiting the range of pictures to be
decoded. As another variation, index information that in-
dicates the position of a sync sample that exists in a chunk
of a video stream may be provided from the moving image
distribution server 10 to the moving image reproduction
apparatus 12 separately from the data of the chunk. Fur-
thermore, if the moving image distribution server 10 does
not have the index information, the moving image repro-

duction apparatus 12 itself may search for the position
of a sync sample included in the data of the chunk and
generate index information.

[DESCRIPTION OF THE REFERENCE NUMERALS]

[0076]

10 moving image distribution server, 12 moving im-
age reproduction apparatus, 20 acquisition unit, 30
control unit, 32 switching determination unit, 34 ac-
quisition control unit, 36 skip determination unit, 38
reproduction control unit, 40 reproduction unit, 100
moving image distribution system

[INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY]

[0077] The present invention is applicable to appara-
tuses that reproduce moving image data.

Claims

1. A moving image reproduction apparatus (12) com-
prising:

an acquisition unit (20) configured to acquire,
from a server (10) that concurrently distributes
a plurality of types of video streams in which a
moving image is coded at a corresponding plu-
rality of types of bit rates and that distributes
each video stream in chunks including a plurality
of pictures that constitute the moving image, a
chunk of a video stream that corresponds to any
one of said bit rates;
an acquisition control unit (34) configured to in-
dicate to the acquisition unit the type of the video
stream to be acquired;
a reproduction unit (40) configured to decode
pictures included in the acquired chunk and to
output for display the decoded pictures during a
reproduction process of reproducing the video
stream; and
a reproduction control unit (38) configured to in-
struct the reproduction unit (40) to start the re-
production process,
wherein, when a target to be acquired and re-
produced is switched to a second video stream,
which corresponds to a second bit rate, during
the reproduction of a first video stream, which
corresponds to a first bit rate,
the reproduction unit (40) continues to decode
and output for display the chunk of the first video
stream being reproduced until the end of the
chunk;
the acquisition control unit (34) instructs the ac-
quisition unit to acquire the second video stream
instead of the first video stream,
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a time stamp that indicates a display time of a
picture in the moving image being associated,
respectively, with each picture included in a
chunk of the first video stream and each picture
included in a chunk of the second video stream;
and
the reproduction control unit (38) detects, based
on respective time stamps associated with pic-
tures included in the chunk of the second video
stream and respective time stamps associated
with pictures included in the chunk of the first
video stream being reproduced, pictures that
overlap between pictures included in a chunk of
the second video stream and pictures included
in the chunk of the first video stream being re-
produced, and instructs the reproduction unit
(40) to exclude from being displayed the over-
lapping pictures of the second stream during a
reproduction process performed on the chunk
of the second video stream until the end of the
chunk of the first video stream is output for dis-
play, and output for display the pictures of the
second stream thereafter.

2. The moving image reproduction apparatus (12) ac-
cording to claim 1 wherein the acquisition control unit
(34) instructs the acquisition unit (20) to Sony Com-
puter Entertainment Inc. - EP 11 832 277.5 - 1907
File: 64839 16.10.2014 acquire the second video
stream instead of the first video stream according to
a change in an available communication bandwidth.

3. The moving image reproduction apparatus (12) ac-
cording to claim 1 or claim 2 wherein the reproduction
control unit (38) identifies, as the overlapping pic-
tures, pictures belonging to the chunk of the second
video stream, and intended to be displayed before
the completion of the reproduction process per-
formed on the chunk of the first video stream being
reproduced.

4. The moving image reproduction apparatus (12) ac-
cording to any one of claim 1 through claim 3 wherein
the reproduction unit (40) decodes and then ex-
cludes from display, among the overlapping pictures,
reference pictures that are referred to at the time of
decoding another picture and excludes from decod-
ing, among the overlapping pictures, non-reference
pictures that are not referred to at the time of decod-
ing another picture during the reproduction process
performed on a chunk of the second video stream.

5. A moving image reproduction method comprising:

acquiring, from a server (10) that concurrently
distributes a plurality of types of video streams
in which a moving image is coded at correspond-
ing plurality of types of bit rates and that distrib-

utes each video stream in chunks including a
plurality of pictures that constitute the moving
image, a chunk of a first video stream that cor-
responds to a first bit rate;
decoding pictures included in the chunk and dis-
playing the decoded pictures during a reproduc-
tion process of reproducing the first video
stream; and
acquiring, when a target to be acquired and re-
produced is switched to a second video stream
that corresponds to a second bit rate during the
reproduction of the first video stream, a chunk
of the second video stream;
wherein a time stamp that indicates a display
time of a picture in the moving image is associ-
ated, respectively, with each picture included in
a chunk of the first video stream and each picture
included in a chunk of the second video stream,
and comprising:

performing a reproduction process of repro-
ducing the second video stream,
wherein, based on respective time stamps
associated with pictures included in a chunk
of the second video stream and respective
time stamps associated with pictures in-
cluded in a chunk of the first video stream
being reproduced, pictures that overlap be-
tween pictures included in a chunk of the
second video stream and pictures included
in the chunk of the first video stream being
reproduced are detected,
it is continued to reproduce a chunk of the
first video stream being reproduced until the
end of the chunk, and
wherein the overlapping pictures of the sec-
ond stream are excluded from being dis-
played, and the pictures thereafter are dis-
played.

6. A computer program embedded in a non-transitory
computer readable recording medium, comprising:

an acquisition module configured to acquire,
from a server (10) that concurrently distributes
a plurality of types of video streams in which a
moving image is coded at a corresponding plu-
rality of types of bit rates and that distributes
each video stream in chunks including a plurality
of pictures that constitute the moving image, a
chunk of a video stream that corresponds to any
one of said bit rates;
an acquisition control module configured to in-
dicate to the acquisition module the type of the
video stream to be acquired;
a reproduction module configured to decode pic-
tures included in the acquired chunk and to out-
put for display the decoded pictures during a re-
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production process of reproducing the video
stream; and
a reproduction control module configured to in-
struct the reproduction module to start the re-
production process,
wherein, when a target to be acquired and re-
produced is switched to a second video stream,
which corresponds to a second bit rate, during
the reproduction of a first video stream, which
corresponds to a first bit rate,
the reproduction module continues to decode
and output for display the chunk of the first video
stream being reproduced until the end of the
chunk;
the acquisition control module instructs the ac-
quisition module to acquire the second video
stream instead of the first video stream,
a time stamp that indicates a display time of a
picture in the moving image is associated, re-
spectively, with each picture included in a chunk
of the first video stream and each picture includ-
ed in a chunk of the second video stream; and
the reproduction control module detects, based
on respective time stamps associated with pic-
tures included in the chunk of the second video
stream and respective time stamps associated
with pictures included in the chunk of the first
video stream being reproduced, pictures that
overlap between pictures included in a chunk of
the second video stream and pictures included
in the chunk of the first video stream being re-
produced, and instructs the reproduction mod-
ule to exclude from being displayed the overlap-
ping pictures of the second video stream during
a reproduction process performed on the chunk
of the second video stream until the end of the
chunk of the first video stream is output for dis-
play, and output for display the pictures of the
second stream thereafter.

Patentansprüche

1. Bewegtbilderwiedergabegerät (12), das Folgendes
umfasst:

eine Erfassungseinheit (20), die konfiguriert ist,
um von einem Server (10), der gleichzeitig eine
Vielzahl von Typen von Videostreams verteilt,
in welchen ein Bewegtbild mit einer entspre-
chenden Vielzahl von Typen von Bitraten codiert
ist, und der jeden Videostream in Stücken ver-
teilt, die eine Vielzahl von Bildern aufweisen, die
das Bewegtbild bilden, ein Stück eines Video-
streams, das irgendeiner der Bitraten entspricht,
zu erfassen,
eine Erfassungssteuereinheit (34), die konfigu-
riert ist, um der Erfassungseinheit den Typ des

Videostreams, der zu erfassen ist, anzugeben,
eine Wiedergabeeinheit (40), die konfiguriert ist,
um Bilder zu decodieren, die in dem erfassten
Stück enthalten sind, und die decodierten Bilder
während eines Wiedergabeprozesses des Wie-
dergebens des Videostreams zur Anzeige aus-
zugeben, und
eine Wiedergabesteuereinheit (38), die konfigu-
riert ist, um die Wiedergabeeinheit (40) anzu-
weisen, den Wiedergabeprozess zu starten,
wobei, wenn ein Ziel, das zu erfassen und wie-
derzugeben ist, auf einen zweiten Videostream,
der einer zweiten Bitrate entspricht, während
der Wiedergabe eines ersten Videostreams, der
der ersten Bitrate entspricht, umgeschaltet wird,
die Wiedergabeeinheit (40) das Decodieren und
Ausgeben zur Anzeige des Stücks des ersten
Videostreams, das wiedergegeben wird, bis zu
dem Ende des Stücks fortsetzt,
die Erfassungssteuereinheit (34) die Erfas-
sungseinheit anweist, den zweiten Videostream
an Stelle des ersten Videostreams zu erfassen,
einen Zeitstempel, der eine Anzeigezeit eines
Bilds in dem Bewegtbild angibt, der jeweils mit
jedem Bild, das in einem Stück des ersten Vi-
deostreams enthalten ist, und mit jedem Bild,
das in einem Stück des zweiten Videostreams
enthalten ist, assoziiert ist, und
die Wiedergabesteuereinheit (38) basierend auf
jeweiligen Zeitstempeln, die mit Bildern, die in
dem Stück des zweiten Videostreams enthalten
sind, und auf jeweiligen Zeitstempeln, die mit
Bildern, die in dem Stück des ersten Video-
streams, der wiedergegeben wird, enthalten
sind, assoziiert sind, Bilder erfasst, die sich zwi-
schen Bildern, die in einem Stück des zweiten
Videostreams enthalten sind, und Bildern, die in
dem Stück des ersten Videostreams, der wie-
dergegeben wird, enthalten sind, überlappen,
und die Wiedergabeeinheit (40) anweist, die
überlappenden Bilder des zweiten Streams
während eines Wiedergabeprozesses, der auf
dem Stück des zweiten Videostreams ausge-
führt wird, von der Anzeige auszuschließen, bis
das Ende des Stücks des ersten Videostreams
zur Anzeige ausgegeben wird, und danach die
Bilder des zweiten Videostreams zur Anzeige
auszugeben.

2. Bewegtbilderwiedergabegerät (12) nach Anspruch
1, wobei die Erfassungssteuereinheit (34) die Erfas-
sungseinheit (20) anweist, den zweiten Videostream
an Stelle des ersten Videostreams gemäß einer Än-
derung einer verfügbaren Kommunikationsband-
breite zu erfassen.

3. Bewegtbilderwiedergabegerät (12) nach Anspruch
1 oder Anspruch 2, wobei die Wiedergabesteuerein-
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heit (38) als die überlappenden Bilder diejenigen Bil-
der identifiziert, die zu dem Stück des zweiten Vide-
ostreams gehören und dazu bestimmt sind, vor dem
Vollenden des Wiedergabeprozesses angezeigt zu
werden, der auf dem Stück des ersten Video-
streams, der wiedergegeben wird, ausgeführt wird.

4. Bewegtbilderwiedergabegerät (12) nach einem der
Ansprüche 1 bis Anspruch 3, wobei die Wiederga-
beeinheit (40) unter den überlappenden Bildern Ver-
weisbilder decodiert und dann von der Anzeige aus-
schließt, auf die zum Zeitpunkt des Decodierens ei-
nes anderen Bilds verwiesen wird, und vom Deco-
dieren unter den überlappenden Bildern Nichtver-
weisbilder ausschließt, auf die zum Zeitpunkt des
Decodierens eines anderen Bilds während des Wie-
dergabeprozesses, der auf einem Stück des zweiten
Videostreams ausgeführt wird, nicht verwiesen wird.

5. Bewegtbilderwiedergabeverfahren, das Folgendes
umfasst:

Erfassen von einem Server (10), der gleichzeitig
eine Vielzahl von Typen von Videostreams ver-
teilt, in welchen ein Bewegtbild mit einer ent-
sprechenden Vielzahl von Typen von Bitraten
codiert ist, und der jeden Videostream in Stü-
cken verteilt, die eine Vielzahl von Bildern auf-
weisen, die das Bewegtbild bilden, eines Stücks
eines ersten Videostreams, das einer ersten Bi-
trate entspricht,
Decodieren von Bildern, die in dem Stück ent-
halten sind und Anzeigen der decodierten Bilder
während eines Wiedergabeprozesses des Wie-
dergebens des ersten Videostreams, und
Erfassen, wenn ein Ziel, das zu erfassen und
wiederzugeben ist, auf einen zweiten Video-
stream, der einer zweiten Bitrate entspricht,
während der Wiedergabe des ersten Video-
streams, umgeschaltet wird, eines Stücks des
zweiten Videostreams,
wobei ein Zeitstempel, der eine Anzeigezeit ei-
nes Bilds in dem Bewegtbild angibt, jeweils mit
jedem Bild, das in einem Stück des ersten Vi-
deostreams enthalten ist, und mit jedem Bild,
das in einem Stück des zweiten Videostreams
enthalten ist, assoziiert ist und Folgendes um-
fasst:

Ausführen eines Wiedergabeprozesses
des Wiedergebens des zweiten Video-
streams,
wobei, basierend auf jeweiligen Zeitstem-
peln, die mit Bildern assoziiert sind, die in
einem Stück des zweiten Videostreams ent-
halten sind, und jeweiligen Zeitstempeln,
die mit Bildern assoziiert sind, die in einem
Stück des ersten Videostreams, der wieder-

gegeben wird, enthalten sind, Bilder, die
sich zwischen Bildern überlappen, die in ei-
nem Stück des zweiten Videostreams ent-
halten sind, und Bilder, die in dem Stück
des ersten Videostreams, der wiedergege-
ben wird, enthalten sind, erfasst werden,
die Wiedergabe eines Stücks des ersten Vi-
deostreams, der wiedergegeben wird, bis
zu dem Ende des Stücks fortgesetzt wird,
und
wobei die überlappenden Bilder des zwei-
ten Streams von der Anzeige ausgeschlos-
sen werden, und die Bilder danach ange-
zeigt werden.

6. Computerprogramm, das in einem nichtflüchtigen
computerlesbaren Aufzeichnungsmedium einge-
bettet ist, und das Folgendes umfasst:

ein Erfassungsmodul, das konfiguriert ist, um
von einem Server (10), der gleichzeitig eine Viel-
zahl von Typen von Videostreams verteilt, in
welchen ein Bewegtbild mit einer entsprechen-
den Vielzahl von Typen von Bitraten codiert ist,
und der jeden Videostream in Stücken verteilt,
die eine Vielzahl von Bildern aufweisen, die das
Bewegtbild bilden, ein Stück eines Video-
streams, das irgendeiner der Bitraten entspricht,
zu erfassen,
ein Erfassungssteuermodul, das konfiguriert ist,
um dem Erfassungsmodul den Typ des Video-
streams, der erfasst wird, anzugeben,
ein Wiedergabemodul, das konfiguriert ist, um
Bilder zu decodieren, die in dem erfassten Stück
enthalten sind, und die decodierten Bilder zur
Anzeige während eines Wiedergabeprozesses
des Wiedergebens des Videostreams auszuge-
ben, und
ein Wiedergabesteuermodul, das konfiguriert
ist, um das Wiedergabemodul anzuweisen, den
Wiedergabeprozess zu starten,
wobei, wenn ein Ziel, das zu erfassen und wie-
derzugeben ist, auf einen zweiten Videostream,
der einer zweiten Bitrate entspricht, während
der Wiedergabe eines ersten Videostreams, der
einer ersten Bitrate entspricht, umgeschaltet
wird,
das Wiedergabemodul das Decodieren und
Ausgeben zur Anzeige des Stücks des ersten
Videostreams, der wiedergegeben wird, bis zu
dem Ende des Stücks fortsetzt,
das Erfassungssteuermodul das Erfassungs-
modul anweist, den zweiten Videostream an
Stelle des ersten Videostreams zu erfassen,
ein Zeitstempel, der eine Anzeigezeit des Bilds
in dem Bewegtbild angibt, jeweils mit jedem Bild,
das in einem Stück des ersten Videostreams
enthalten ist, und mit jedem Bild, das in einem
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Stück des zweiten Videostreams enthalten ist,
assoziiert ist, und
das Wiedergabesteuermodul basierend auf je-
weiligen Zeitstempeln, die mit Bildern assoziiert
sind, die in dem Stück des zweiten Video-
streams enthalten sind, und jeweiligen Zeit-
stempeln, die mit Bildern assoziiert sind, die in
dem Stück des ersten Videostreams, der wie-
dergegeben wird, enthalten sind, Bilder erfasst,
die sich zwischen Bildern, die in einem Stück
des zweiten Videostreams enthalten sind, und
Bildern, die in dem Stück des ersten Video-
streams, der wiedergegeben wird, enthalten
sind, überlappen, und das Wiedergabemodul
anweist, die überlappenden Bilder des zweiten
Videostreams während eines Wiedergabepro-
zesses, der auf dem Stück des zweiten Video-
streams ausgeführt wird, vom Anzeigen auszu-
schließen, bis das Ende des Stücks des ersten
Videostreams zur Anzeige ausgegeben wird,
und die Bilder des zweiten Videostreams da-
nach zur Anzeige auszugeben.

Revendications

1. Appareil de reproduction d’images mobiles (12)
comprenant :

une unité d’acquisition (20) configurée pour ac-
quérir, depuis un serveur (10) qui distribue si-
multanément une pluralité de types de flux vidéo
dans lesquels une image mobile est codée à
une pluralité correspondante de types de débits
binaires et qui distribue chaque flux vidéo en
segments comportant une pluralité d’images qui
constituent l’image mobile, un segment d’un flux
vidéo qui correspond à l’un quelconque desdits
débits binaires ;
une unité de commande d’acquisition (34) con-
figurée pour indiquer à l’unité d’acquisition le ty-
pe du flux vidéo à acquérir ;
une unité de reproduction (40) configurée pour
décoder des images incluses dans le segment
acquis et pour fournir en sortie pour affichage
les images décodées pendant un processus de
reproduction consistant à reproduire le flux
vidéo ; et
une unité de commande de reproduction (38)
configurée pour donner l’instruction à l’unité de
reproduction (40) de débuter le processus de
reproduction,
dans lequel, lorsqu’une cible à acquérir et re-
produire est transférée à un second flux vidéo,
qui correspond à un second débit binaire, pen-
dant la reproduction d’un premier flux vidéo, qui
correspond à un premier débit binaire,
l’unité de reproduction (40) continue à décoder

et fournir en sortie pour affichage le segment du
premier flux vidéo qui est reproduit jusqu’à la fin
du segment ;
l’unité de commande d’acquisition (34) donne
l’instruction à l’unité d’acquisition d’acquérir le
second flux vidéo au lieu du premier flux vidéo,
une estampille temporelle qui indique un temps
d’affichage d’une image dans l’image mobile qui
est associée, respectivement, à chaque image
incluse dans un segment du premier flux vidéo
et à chaque image incluse dans un segment du
second flux vidéo ; et
l’unité de commande de reproduction (38) dé-
tecte, d’après des estampilles temporelles res-
pectives associées à des images incluses dans
le segment du second flux vidéo et des estam-
pilles temporelles respectives associées à des
images incluses dans le segment du premier flux
vidéo reproduit, des images qui se chevauchent
parmi des images incluses dans un segment du
second flux vidéo et des images incluses dans
le segment du premier flux vidéo reproduit, et
donne l’instruction à l’unité de reproduction (40)
d’exclure de l’affichage les images chevau-
chantes du second flux pendant un processus
de reproduction réalisé sur le segment du se-
cond flux vidéo jusqu’à ce que la fin du segment
du premier flux vidéo soit fournie en sortie pour
affichage, et de fournir en sortie pour affichage
les images du second flux ensuite.

2. Appareil de reproduction d’images mobiles (12) se-
lon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’unité de com-
mande d’acquisition (34) donne l’instruction à l’unité
d’acquisition (20) d’acquérir le second flux vidéo au
lieu du premier flux vidéo selon un changement
d’une bande passante de communication disponi-
ble.

3. Appareil de reproduction d’images mobiles (12) se-
lon la revendication 1 ou la revendication 2, dans
lequel l’unité de commande de reproduction (38)
identifie, en tant qu’images chevauchantes, des ima-
ges appartenant au segment du second flux vidéo
et destinées à être affichées avant l’achèvement du
processus de reproduction réalisé sur le segment du
premier flux vidéo qui est reproduit.

4. Appareil de reproduction d’images mobiles (12) se-
lon l’une quelconque de la revendication 1 à la re-
vendication 3, dans lequel l’unité de reproduction
(40) décode puis exclut de l’affichage, parmi les ima-
ges chevauchantes, des images de référence qui
sont mentionnées au moment du décodage d’une
autre image et exclut du décodage, parmi les images
chevauchantes, des images de non-référence qui
ne sont pas mentionnées au moment du décodage
d’une autre image pendant le processus de repro-
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duction réalisé sur un segment du second flux vidéo.

5. Procédé de reproduction d’images mobiles
comprenant :

l’acquisition, depuis un serveur (10) qui distribue
simultanément une pluralité de types de flux vi-
déo dans lesquels une image mobile est codée
à une pluralité correspondante de types de dé-
bits binaires et qui distribue chaque flux vidéo
en segments comportant une pluralité d’images
qui constituent l’image mobile, un segment d’un
premier flux vidéo qui correspond à un premier
débit binaire ;
le décodage d’images incluses dans le segment
et l’affichage des images décodées pendant un
processus de reproduction consistant à repro-
duire le premier flux vidéo ; et
l’acquisition, lorsqu’une cible à acquérir et re-
produire est transférée dans un second flux vi-
déo qui correspond à un second débit binaire
pendant la reproduction du premier flux vidéo,
d’un segment du second flux vidéo ;
dans lequel une estampille temporelle qui indi-
que un temps d’affichage d’une image dans
l’image mobile est associée, respectivement, à
chaque image incluse dans un segment du pre-
mier flux vidéo et à chaque image incluse dans
un segment du second flux vidéo, et
comprenant :

la réalisation d’un processus de reproduc-
tion consistant à reproduire le second flux
vidéo,
dans lequel, d’après des estampilles tem-
porelles respectives associées à des ima-
ges incluses dans un segment du second
flux vidéo et des estampilles temporelles
respectives associées à des images inclu-
ses dans un segment du premier flux vidéo
qui est reproduit, des images qui se che-
vauchent parmi des images incluses dans
un segment du second flux vidéo et des ima-
ges incluses dans le segment du premier
flux vidéo qui est reproduit sont détectées,
la reproduction d’un segment du premier
flux vidéo reproduit se poursuit jusqu’à la
fin du segment, et
dans lequel les images chevauchantes du
second flux sont exclues de l’affichage, et
les images ensuite sont affichées.

6. Programme d’ordinateur intégré dans un support
d’enregistrement lisible par ordinateur non transitoi-
re, comprenant :

un module d’acquisition configuré pour acquérir,
depuis un serveur (10) qui distribue simultané-

ment une pluralité de types de flux vidéo dans
lesquels une image mobile est codée à une plu-
ralité correspondante de types de débits binai-
res et qui distribue chaque flux vidéo en seg-
ments comportant une pluralité d’images qui
constituent l’image mobile, un segment d’un flux
vidéo qui correspond à l’un quelconque desdits
débits binaires ;
un module de commande d’acquisition configu-
ré pour indiquer au module d’acquisition le type
du flux vidéo à acquérir ;
un module de reproduction configuré pour dé-
coder des images incluses dans le segment ac-
quis et pour fournir en sortie pour affichage les
images décodées pendant un processus de re-
production consistant à reproduire le flux vidéo ;
et
un module de commande de reproduction con-
figuré pour donner l’instruction au module de re-
production de débuter le processus de repro-
duction,
dans lequel, lorsqu’une cible à acquérir et re-
produire est transférée dans un second flux vi-
déo, qui correspond à un second débit binaire,
pendant la reproduction d’un premier flux vidéo,
qui correspond à un premier débit binaire,
le module de reproduction continue à décoder
et fournir en sortie pour affichage le segment du
premier flux vidéo qui est reproduit jusqu’à la fin
du segment ;
le module de commande d’acquisition donne
l’instruction au module d’acquisition d’acquérir
le second flux vidéo au lieu du premier flux vidéo,
une estampille temporelle qui indique un temps
d’affichage d’une image dans l’image mobile est
associée, respectivement, à chaque image in-
cluse dans un segment du premier flux vidéo et
à chaque image incluse dans un segment du
second flux vidéo ; et
le module de commande de reproduction détec-
te, d’après des estampilles temporelles respec-
tives associées à des images incluses dans le
segment du second flux vidéo et des estampilles
temporelles respectives associées à des ima-
ges incluses dans le segment du premier flux
vidéo qui est reproduit, des images qui se che-
vauchent parmi des images incluses dans un
segment du second flux vidéo et des images
incluses dans le segment du premier flux vidéo
qui est reproduit, et donne l’instruction au mo-
dule de reproduction d’exclure de l’affichage les
images chevauchantes du second flux vidéo
pendant un processus de reproduction réalisé
sur le segment du second flux vidéo jusqu’à ce
que la fin du segment du premier flux vidéo soit
fournie en sortie pour affichage, et de fournir en
sortie pour affichage les images du second flux
ensuite.
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